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1: Getting Started With Microsoft Project
The Complete Planning Guide for Microsoft Project makes learning about project management simple, clear, and
interesting. It provides an easy-to-use, step-by-step process for planning any project using the Microsoft Project
software program.

Getting Started in Twenty Minutes written by: Without getting into the finer details, this guide explains how to
start your first project in Microsoft Project with any version of the software. Once you have an idea of the
tasks, you can jump in To begin learning how to start a project in Microsoft Project, this tutorial lesson, as
well as the ones that follow, are written assuming the reader need not have any prior experience with any
project management software. For that matter, you only need to know two things to start creating your first
project using Microsoft Project application: The guide is written in such a way that it does not matter whether
you have Microsoft Office Project , , or Microsoft Project , or any earlier version up to Project 98 installed on
your computer. The limitations of the older versions, if any, and the new features of the newer versions will be
dealt with, as necessary and relevant to the tutorial. For this MS Project tutorial, I will give you an idea of a
sample project and its activities, with which we will learn the steps required to create a project. You can and it
is recommended that you do try out all the steps you learn here on your own project after completing each
lesson. When you are finished with this lesson, be sure to check out some of the other Microsoft Project
tutorials available at Bright Hub. The major activities involved, as you can realize, will be fixing a suitable
date with the artist, identifying and finalizing terms with one of the local auditoriums, coordinating with the
media and placing advertisements for the event, getting tickets printed and selling tickets. How can you plan
all these activities on a calendar, using Microsoft Project? Here are the steps: Open the Microsoft Project
software on your computer In most cases, you may have the application icon on your desktop, which you can
double-click to start the application. You should see the opening screen of Microsoft Project. Click any image
in this tutorial to see a larger view. In case you can see a blue Guide pane to the left of the "Gantt Chart"
divider, as shown in the figure to the left here, please close this blue pane by clicking on the X at the top right
of the blue pane. That way you will increase the visible workspace for entering data in our Sample project.
Once the Guide pane is closed, your screen will appear as shown in the figure to the right here, with only two
panes - the Task pane and the Calendar pane to its right. Enter Tasks and Duration Now you can start entering
the data in the Task pane for our Sample project. For the moment, ignore the first column in the Task pane,
and enter the data only under Task Name and Duration columns. The tasks and the durations you need to enter
are as follows the default unit for duration is "days," and therefore you only need to enter the numeric part:
Call up Artists - 5 days Finalize Artist and performance date - 2 days As you enter the task duration, you can
see a Blue bar appearing on the right, graphically indicating the duration. This is the task bar, and the
collection of these bars is called the Gantt chart. We will worry about this later. For now, keep entering the
further tasks: Call auditoriums and check date availability - 6 days Negotiate with auditorium - 3 days
Confirm auditorium and pay in advance - 2 days Book advertisement slots in media - 21 days.
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2: Project Planning a Step by Step Guide | Project Smart
Providing a step-by-step process for planning projects using Microsoft Project, this book aims to make learning about
project management easy and interesting.

Matthew Guay October 7, , 8: Microsoft Project is the latest version of Project, a companion project
management application for Microsoft Office. This version includes a wide range of changes, including the
new ribbon interface. Enter your product key to get started, then install as normal. Microsoft Project will show
up in your Start menu along with other Office applications you may have installed. Simply enter a task name,
duration, start and finish times, and any other details you need. Your new tasks will show up automatically in
the Gantt chart on the right, where you can drag the tasks to change the start and finish times. You can make
an existing tasks a sub-task easily. Now drag the bar right or left to make the task a sub-task or remove it from
being a sub-task. It includes a wide variety of fields you can add to tasks so you can keep track of all important
aspects. Choose the things most important for this project. You can quickly add new people to the project by
entering their names in the Resource field. Now, select the Resources tab on the top ribbon, and click the
Details button. The Resource tab also lets you add resources, including material and cost resources. You can
also import people into your project from your Active Directory or Address Book. Right-click on the task to
see some solutions, or select Fix in Task Inspector to get more insight on how to solve the problems. The Task
Inspector helps you see what conflicts the employee or other resource may have, and will give you options to
extend the deadline, add more people on the task, and more. These features can help you manage your
company without accidently overscheduling anyone. As your projects grow more complex, you may find a
different way to view your project would be helpful. Simply click the chart button on the far left of the ribbon,
and select from the wide range of built-in views, sheets, and reports you can use for your project. Microsoft
Project lets you keep everything together, still, even if you need to move it into a new project file. From the
Project tab, you can link various projects together or create a subproject to keep everything in order. You can
also fully customize how your project looks from the ribbon, complete with various graphics styles for your
Gantt charts. Project offers a wide range of reports you can generate about your projects, including costs,
workload, and more. Then, you can share your project details with your team in PDF format so everyone can
use it whether they have Project or not. Learning More About Project Project can make it easier to manage
your projects, but it can appear daunting at first. Thankfully, Microsoft offers several resources that can help
you get up to speed quickly and easily. First, the built-in Help app contains some great information into how
to put project management tools to use, including some basics of how project management itself works. Then,
you can download a quick reference guide link below that contains detailed steps to help you make useful
Project files to make you and your team more efficient. There are additionally many Project templates you can
quickly download and look at to help you get a feel for how you can put Project to use. Simply open the File
tab, select New, then browse the available Office. These resources should help you manage your projects
better than ever in Project If you take the time to setup up tasks and plan appropriately, it can be a great help
at planning new appointments and keeping everyone productive.
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3: Microsoft Project Training | 4+ Hours Online MS Project Course
At this point in the planning, you could choose to use a software package such as Microsoft Project to create your
project schedule. Alternatively, use one of the many free templates available. Input all of the deliverables, tasks,
durations and the resources who will complete each task.

In addition, some rganizations may want to review Overview of security and compliance in Teams. A pilot
gives you valuable information about how Office and Teams are received in your organization. Select an
interested group of users and a prioritized business scenario to get started. Figure 2 shows some example
scenarios. Large organizations often deploy in phases to manage the onboarding and training work required to
implement a quality employee experience. Be sure your deployment plan integrates your prioritized business
scenarios to ensure your employees are getting the most from Office and Teams. In smaller organizations
currently fewer than users , consider enabling Teams for the entire organization, then add all users to a single,
company-wide team. Add common reference items and tasks to this team to simplify the collaboration and
productivity experience for everyone. If you use Yammer for broad company collaboration, consider
integrating Yammer into the Teams experience. To learn more, watch Tech Tip: Community management for
Yammer with Microsoft Teams. Enabling your users to run Office mobile applications can dramatically
increase usage and satisfaction. As a best practice, turn on the Teams mobile experience at the same time as
you deploy the desktop and browser clients. Measure usage, manage satisfaction, and drive adoption
Deploying software is not the only thing required to drive change in your organization. Empowering
collaboration is more about people than technology. Microsoft partners can also help you design the right
adoption plan for your organization. Read Office Adoption Guidance for best practices. Use our article on
creating a change management strategy for Microsoft Team to document your approach. Study Office activity
reports to understand usage across your environment. Capture feedback from your employees on their
experience with Office and Teams. Use a public channel in Teams when your organization has fewer than
individuals. Use a public group in Yammer when your organization is larger than this current membership
limit in Teams. Nurture your champions and highlight your wins. Reward employees for embracing these new
tools and using them in innovative ways that relate to business outcomes for your company. This, above
anything, will ensure continued adoption of Office and Teams. Next steps Download and fill out the technical
planning questionnaire in the Quick start guide: Download the workshop for launching Teams in your
organization:
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4: The project managerâ€™s guide to planning a perfect project
From The Community. Amazon Try Prime. All.

Make a plan for the unexpected, of course! Obviously, you may not be able to predict the exact hazard that
might befall your projectâ€”everything from bad weather to political unrest to technology flubs can occur â€”
but it is still possible to lessen the potential impact of hazards through risk management. Obviously, meetings
are a necessary part of project planning, but really consider whether a meeting is a best use of your time or if
email or some other form of communicationâ€”like project planning software , which allows you to share
files, assign tasks and exchange ideas without having to meetâ€”can do the trick just as well. The more time
spent in meetings means less time spent on actual deliverables. Consider that before sending yet another
meeting invite. Plan the perfect kickoff meeting Speaking of meetings, the kickoff meeting sets the tone for
the entire project. When planning this meeting, be sure to adhere to the following standards: Invite the right
people and ensure the key players can be in attendance. Create a detailed agenda stating what the meeting will
cover. This will help everyone stay on task and understand the meeting objective. Determine if this can be an
online meeting or if it needs to be held in person. Keep in mind that in-person meetings are usually more
complicated to planâ€”and more expensive too, especially if they involve travel. Before forming the agenda,
be sure to understand the point of the meeting and what information people should walk away from the
meeting knowing. Pull reports throughout the project The only way to know if your project is on track is to
pull consistent reports. This can often be accomplished through your project management software program.
Get the right tools While there are many project management tools on the market, not all are created equal.
Decide what you really need and compare the products that interest you. At the very least, be sure to choose a
tool that allows you to do the following: Organize and link tasks to create timelines and plans. Share insights
that help you better communicate progress. Quickly understand how to use the interface. You simply need the
skills, know-how and appropriate tools to get the job done and achieve the right results.
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5: Download Project Server Configuration Planning Guide from Official Microsoft Download Center
Project planning is a diverse and many-faceted discipline that requires an equally diverse set of tools. In this article, we'll
break down the project planning process into its 7 main activities - from brainstorming to knowledge management - and
look at the best tools for each activity.

Creating a project plan is the first thing you should do when undertaking any project. Often project planning is
ignored in favour of getting on with the work. However, many people fail to realise the value of a project plan
for saving time, money and many problems. This article looks at a simple, practical approach to project
planning. On completion of this guide, you should have a sound project planning approach that you can use
for future projects. Project Goals A project is successful when it has met the needs of the stakeholders. A
stakeholder is anybody directly, or indirectly impacted by the project. As a first step, it is important to identify
the stakeholders in your project. It is not always easy to determine the stakeholders of a project, particularly
those impacted indirectly. Examples of stakeholders are: The project sponsor The customer who receives the
deliverables The users of the project output The project manager and project team Once you understand who
the stakeholders are, the next step is to find out their needs. The best way to do this is by conducting
stakeholder interviews. Take time during the interviews to draw out the requirements that create real benefits.
These can be recorded and set as a low priority. The next step, once you have conducted all the interviews and
have a comprehensive list of needs is to prioritise them. From the prioritised list, create a set of easily
measurable goals. This way, the achievement of the goal will be easy to identify. Once you have established a
clear set of goals, they should be recorded in the project plan. It can be useful also to include the needs and
expectations of your stakeholders. Project Deliverables Using the goals you have defined in step 1, create a list
of things the project needs to deliver to meet those goals. Specify when and how to deliver each item. Add the
deliverables to the project plan with an estimated delivery date. You will establish more accurate delivery
dates during the scheduling phase, which is next. Project Schedule Create a list of tasks that need to be carried
out for each deliverable identified in step 2. For each task determine the following: The amount of effort hours
or days required for completing the task The resource who will carry out the task Once you have established
the amount of effort for each task, you can work out the effort required for each deliverable, and an accurate
delivery date. Update your deliverables section with the more precise delivery dates. At this point in the
planning, you could choose to use a software package such as Microsoft Project to create your project
schedule. Alternatively, use one of the many free templates available. Input all of the deliverables, tasks,
durations and the resources who will complete each task. A common problem discovered at this point is when
you have an imposed delivery deadline from the sponsor that is not realistic based on your estimates. If you
discover this is the case, you must contact the sponsor immediately. The options you have in this situation are:
Renegotiate the deadline project delay Employ additional resources increased cost Reduce the scope of the
project less delivered Use the project schedule to justify pursuing one of these options. Supporting Plans This
section deals with the plans you should create as part of the planning process. These can be included directly
in the plan. Human Resource Plan Identify, by name, the individuals and organisations with a leading role in
the project. For each, describe their roles and responsibilities on the project. Next, specify the number and type
of people needed to carry out the project. For each resource detail start dates, the estimated duration and the
method you will use for obtaining them. Create a single sheet containing this information. Communications
Plan Create a document showing who is to be kept informed about the project and how they will receive the
information. Risk Management Plan Risk management is an important part of project management. Although
often overlooked, it is important to identify as many risks to your project as possible and be prepared if
something bad happens. Here are some examples of common project risks: Time and cost estimate too
optimistic Customer review and feedback cycle too slow Unexpected budget cuts.
6: Percent (%) Complete fields - Project
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The project plan is the project manager's best friend. This complete guide to planning projects offers project plan
examples, a free project plan template, helpful infographics, and a step-by-step guide for making the perfect project
plan.

7: MS Project Tutorial: How To Start a Project in Microsoft Project:
Project Online is the Project Portfolio Management component service in Office It is procured as a standalone service or
added as part of an Office Enterprise (E) Service Plan.

8: Download A Comprehensive Guide to Project Online from Official Microsoft Download Center
A project plan, also known as a project management plan, is a document that contains a project scope and objective. It
is most commonly represented in the form of a gantt chart to make it easy to communicate to stakeholders.

9: Quick start - Microsoft Teams planning guide | Microsoft Docs
Microsoft Project (MS Project) has been around a long time (the first edition launched in ) and it is a staple in a project
manager's arsenal. There's good reason - it includes all the tools you need to assign resources, track progress, develop
plans, manage budgets, and create schedules.
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